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First, I must make a correction and an adden-
dum to AHERN UNDER THE GUN #34, as it
appeared in the April 2011 Edition. When I was ref-
erencing the late Robert Culp and his affinity for
firearms evincing itself in his acting roles, I made an
error. In the pilot episode for
“THE GREATEST AMERICAN
HERO,” in which Culp played
FBI Agent “Bill Maxwell,” he
produces a snubby revolver
from a shoulder holster during
a scene taking place in a
roadside diner. I wrote that I
thought the revolver was a
Smith & Wesson Bodyguard,
the model with the hump
shrouding the hammer. View-
ing the episode again since
writing #34, however, I spied
a clear shot of the revolver in
question. It was a either a
Smith & Wesson Model 40 or
42, the original fully-enclosed
hammer Centennial, the Model 40 with steel frame,
the Model 42 the Airweight variant, visually identi-
cal. The gun was blued.

I also mentioned that Culp used a “Gestapo Bar-
reled” P-38 in the earlier series “I Spy” with Bill
Cosby (who carried a Commander in 9x19mm,
because 9mm blanks were easier to find overseas).
Some sources have referenced Culp’s Walther as a
P-38K (the “K” stands for “Kurz,” meaning “Short”).
Indeed, the Gestapo Barreled
P-38 was “Short” in the bar-
rel, but it was not a P-38K. “I
Spy” ran on CBS from the fall
of 1965 through the last prime
time re-runs in 1968, for a
total of three years. Aside
from the obvious cosmetic
difference that the P-38K has
its front sight on the slide
bridge and the Gestapo Bar-
reled P-38 has its front sight
on the portion of the barrel
extending past the front of the
slide, the P-38K represents a
time conundrum. The P-38K
was built off the updated P-4
(the safety lever was a rebounding de-cocker and
the slide top was solid), the P-38K developed for a
German counter-terrorist group and only produced
in modest quantity in the (late) 1970s, extending,
perhaps, into the early 1980s. One of the last of
these P-38K pistols available from then-importer
Interarms was reportedly sold to actor James
Coburn (“Our Man Flint,” “The Magnificent Seven,”
etc.). The P-38K did not exist during the years “I
Spy” ran a decade earlier; so, Robert Culp could
not have used a Walther P-38K in the series.

Thanks to reader James McMahon, who asked
for more information on the P-38K and mentioned

the Culp Devels, I spoke to Wayne Novak (novak-
sights.com), the man so widely respected for his
Novak Lo-Mount Sights, his specialty gun parts
and his custom gunsmithing work with 1911s and
Browning Hi-Powers. James McMahon told me
that Wayne Novak owned two of Bob Culp’s Devel

Model 39 conversions. I
called Wayne Novak – we’d
never spoken before – and
we had a pleasant and
enlightening conversation.
Indeed, Wayne Novak owns
two of Culp’s Devel pistols.
Both of Novak’s Culp Devel
conversions are set up for
live ammunition and there
were, originally, four Culp
Devel pistols. This revelation
from Wayne Novak was com-
pletely new to me and of
considerable interest. Sharon
and I were and are still great
fans of Robert Culp’s work,
and especially his characteri-

zation of “Bill Maxwell.” Thanks to James McMa-
hon for his question and to Wayne Novak for his
information and courtesy. Wayne also sent me a
photo of the two Culp Devel pistols to share with
Blue Press readers.

Unraveling a firearms mystery can be challeng-
ing, as well as good fun.

Something that is not “fun” at all is the contem-
plation of the consequences of a nuclear accident.

It’s sobering and frightening.
I’ve mentioned the
NUKALERT (nukalert.com)
personal radiation monitor
here before. Writing this as I
am while the horrific after-
math of the Japanese earth-
quake and tsunami unfolds, I
— as so the rest of the world
— worry over a possible
nuclear disaster of enormous
proportions. I could not for-
give myself if I did not men-
tion the NUKALERT again,
because it can save lives. 

NUKALERT is small
enough to handily go on

your key ring, has a battery life of ten years under
optimal conditions and, if it has to continuously
sound its radiation alarm at the most intense oper-
ating level, the battery will last for about three
months. For a modest fee, after 10 years, the
NUKALERT can be completely refurbished and
brought up to standard. 

Here’s why you need one. As you enter an area
where there is radiation present, your NUKALERT
starts to chirp. The greater the frequency of the
chirps, the greater the radiation threat. At a certain
frequency, it is time to take action and put your
head between your knees and kiss your…. Well,

The two Devel Model 39 Smith & Wesson
9mms are from the collection of Wayne Novak

and belonged to Robert Culp. The photo is
from Wayne Novak.

The Centennial in stainless steel as the original
– not current – Model 640, in .38 Special, is,
to Ahern’s way of thinking, the ultimate per-

sonal defense snubby revolver.
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